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“…a well-used city street is apt to be a safe street… there must 

be eyes upon the street, eyes belonging to those we might call 

the natural proprietors of the street. The buildings on a street 

equipped to handle strangers must be oriented to the street. 

They cannot turn their backs or blank sides on it or to leave it 

blind. And, the sidewalk must have users on it fairly 

continuously, both to add to the number of effective eyes on the 

street and to induce people in buildings along the street to 

watch the sidewalk in sufficient numbers...”

From Jane Jacobs (1916 – 2006), The Death and Life of Great American 
Cities, Random House, 1961



Greenwich village

http://www.pps.org/info/newsletter/no
vember2004/november2004_ten

http://blog.pasteljournal.com/default,
month,2007-08.aspx

http://freelargephotos.com



Renovation in the Lower East Side
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Le Corbusier’s new street



When Jane Jacobs proved to be right

Pruitt-Igoe, 1972

http://www.aliciapatterson.org/APF0801/Cohn/Cohn01.jpg



Social relations have changed a great deal since Jane Jacobs 

published her book (1961). At that time, in New York, 

neighborhood life was still intense and people usually knew their 

neighbors. 

Today, the anonymity of the streets has intensified and, even in 

the  busiest, there is no longer any guarantee that people will  

help if anything happens. Often, people don’t want to get 

involved in, they “pass by on the other side”.



When nobody wants to get involved 





The new eyes upon the street
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Contra

Gildas Raffenel, WostokPress, Maxppp



Always under the eye of the camera?

Truman Show, Peter Weir, with Jim Carrey, 1998



Pro

« I have no doubt we will hear 

some protest about a threat to 

civil liberties. Well I have no 

sympathy what-so-ever for so-

called liberties of that kind » 

John Major, when UK prime 
Minister, Independent, 27 february, 
1994

Communication campaign in Cannes, 
France (Régis Hertzfeld)



http://new
s.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/england/6524495.stm



Social control of public
spaces always
existed.

It only takes new forms,
more “technologised”

Christopher DeWolf, urbanphoto.net



Control is often limited

http://www.spyworld-actu.com/IMG/jpg_h_4_ill_830407_edimbourg.jpg.



Distinguishing the ends and the means

In commercial streets, the installation of a CCTV network 

often implies the rejection of a large population of 

“undesirables” such as the homeless, beggars, groups of 

teenagers and street sellers. The cameras quickly spot 

these people and security guards or police are 

dispatched to harass them until they move on. 

Are those streets still public spaces or did they turn like a 

private shopping center ?



Watch the watchers

Getty images. Windsor & Wiehahn
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